
SpeedLine 7.2 
Release 300  
expands 
functionality with 
new partnerships
and customer 
requested features

LiveMaps 3

Mandatory Upgrade 
Release 300 will be a mandatory upgrade for 
all SpeedLine LiveMaps users. To avoid any 
interruption in LiveMaps service, this upgrade 
must be completed by July 31, 2016.

 z Faster map display: Maps now appear 
more quickly when opening, zooming, 
or panning the Map screen.

 z More reliable routing: Addresses that 
may have caused route mapping to fail in 
the past now map properly.
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New Integration Partners

This release includes support for new technology partners, as well as updates to 
existing partnerships, to expand the capabilities of your POS.

Chowly Inc. Integrates Orders from 3rd-Party Sites
Chowly collects and translates orders from 3rd-party ordering sites such as 
GrubHub, feeding them into Terminal via 
SpeedLine Connect. 

 z Avoid errors caused by manually re-
entering orders received on a tablet or by 
email into the point of sale system.

 z Save time, reduce staffing costs, and 
increase on-time deliveries.

March Networks Video Surveillance Software
March Networks Searchlight integrates with SpeedLine via the EventStream 
API to provide high definition, searchable surveillance video for one or more 
locations.

 z Alert managers to suspicious transactions, and instantly review the video.

 z With a specialized camera, capture people counting, queue length and dwell 
time data to turn video and POS transaction data into business intelligence.
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Integration Updates

RUN by ADP Payroll Software

RUN, a new online tool from SpeedLine partner ADP, saves hours of 
paperwork by automating payroll and taxes, and also helps with employee 
hiring and management.

Paytronix Gift Cards
 z New gift card option: Use Paytronix gift cards with Monetra. Use the 

same card for both loyalty and gift programs.

 z Avoid customer disappointment: reward expiration dates now display in 
the Loyalty Slip window and print on the receipt.

EMV Refinements

Building on the EMV functionality in SpeedLine 7.2, this 
release adds two new features:

 z Set PIN pad tip prompts to appear only for 
tipped order types like dine-in and delivery.

 z Use EMV PIN pads to read gift cards if not using 
E2EE, or if using E2EE with the same credit and 
gift card processor.

Also in this Release:

 z New security permissions 
for making mid-day bank 
deposits, and for reducing 
ticket value after save.

 z Restrict tender types to 
selected order types.

 z Close zero dollar tickets 
more quickly.

 z Select or clear all Store 
Groups when editing menu.

See the 7.2 Release 300 Release 
Notes for a full list of changes. 
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Delivery Efficiency

Save money and time while providing better delivery service:

 z Fees paid to the driver for several orders to the same address 
are split equally between tickets.

 z Find out-of-store tickets faster: Filter the Dispatch screen 
ticket list to show “On Way” (assigned) tickets and “Delivered” 
(returned) tickets separately.

 z A new security privilege lets you designate supervisors or key 
production staff to update quoted times, with fewer manager 
overrides required.


